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DEFINITIONS
The figures contained in this paper include data from the different solutions of JATO Dynamics
Ltd. The research was made using the following definitions:
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GLOBAL
OUTLOOK
CHINA AND
EUROPE DRIVE
GROWTH

it is lower than we have seen in previous
years. Although Q1 2016 saw the lowest
first quarter growth since 2013, China still
beat other big markets such as Germany,
the UK, USA and India. The slowdown in
the Chinese car and LCV market follows a
plunge in the stock market during the first
two months of the year, and an increase in
housing prices. These two factors forced
many dealers to limit their inventories.
Within
this
context,
Chinese
car
manufacturers managed to increase their
market share from 42.5% to 43.3%.

Global new passenger car and LCV sales
totalled 20.44 million units during the first
quarter of this year. That is 2.8% more than
the total posted in Q1 2015, or 558,700
more units. The biggest contributors to this
growth were the Chinese and European
markets, both of which continued to show
positive macroeconomic trends. Meanwhile
the US car market moderated its growth,
whilst Japan, Brazil and Russia recorded
the biggest drops.

Though growth in Europe was lower than in
China, the news is more positive overall.
The region, including Russia and Turkey,
posted a 5.9% gain during the first quarter
due to the stimulus from lower energy
prices and easier access to capital markets.
However, the region faces big risks related
to the cooled growth of the Chinese
economy, and weaker world trade. Car
sales in 31 European countries (including
Turkey and Russia) totalled 4.89 million
units, two-thirds of which was in Germany,
UK, France, Italy and Spain. If Russia and
Turkey are excluded, the growth jumps to
8.4%.

China continued to lead the global ranking
with 6.07 million units (cars and LCVs), up
by 6.4% over the same period of 2015.
Although this is still a significant growth rate,
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Sales in North America grew by 4.2%, led
by the USA. This market counted for 84%
of the region’s total volume, with 4.08
million units sold. Sales were up by 3.1%
on January-March 2015, however this is
only around half the growth rate recorded in
Q1 2015 vs. Q1 2014. This can be
explained by slower sales in both January
and March 2016. Lower retail growth and
the earlier Easter holiday are among the
reasons for the drop in demand. It was not
the case in Mexico, where the volume was
up by a healthy 13.5% thanks to wider
availability of finance, as almost 68% of the
new cars sold were purchased using some
form of financing. 1

The rest of JATO’s world coverage includes
Japan-Korea, some Southeast Asian
countries, Australia and New Zealand, India,
Brazil, Argentina and Chile. Sales in these
countries fell by 5.9% to 4.30 million units,
strongly affected by Brazil’s economic and
political crises and Japan’s imposition of
higher taxes on ‘Kei’ classified cars. As a
result, the increases posted by South Korea
(+5.3%), Australia (+2.8%) and Argentina
(+3.8%) were not enough to offset the
drops registered in Brazil (-28.3%), Japan (6.9%), Thailand (-8.8%), Malaysia (-22.1%)
and Indonesia (-2.6%).
1

Source: Asociación Mexicana de la Industria
Automotriz (AMDA)

SALES BY
MANUFACTURER
THE BIG BRANDS
SEE SLOWER
GROWTH
The
competition
between
car
manufacturers continued to show some
interesting trends. During the first three
months of this year Volkswagen Group led
the global market with 2.43 million units, up
by 0.9%. At the same time the German car
maker faced its worst crisis in decades. As
a result, its operations in some key markets
suffered a decline. Volkswagen Group
outsold Toyota as the world’s largest car
maker by volume, as the Japanese giant
saw a tiny reduction in its sales volume (0.2%) to 2.18 million vehicles. But their
growth was outpaced by third-placed
Renault-Nissan, which sold 1.95 million
units, up by 1.9% over Q1 2015. The
French-Japanese alliance benefitted from
rising demand in North America, in contrast
to the poorer results of some of its bigger
competitors.
General Motors holds fourth position,
though its sales volume was down by 0.9%
due to a big drop in South America and a
small fall in China, its second largest
market. The American car maker was
followed by Hyundai Motor Company,
comprising by its namesake brand, Kia and
the new Genesis premium brand. The
Korean company’s global volume remained
stalled at 1.64 million vehicles, down by
0.1%. An 11% fall in China was offset by
growth in USA, South Korea and India.
The top 10’s best improver was Ford Motor
Company, which managed to increase its
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global sales by 7.1% thanks to 6.7% growth
in Ford brand sales and 25% growth for
Lincoln. The American car maker posted
double-digit growth in China, Germany,
Canada and Italy.
Ford was not the only car manufacturer in
the top 10 to record significant growth. It
was followed by Honda and Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles (FCA). Both companies
posted 4% increases and similar overall
new registration figures. Honda’s growth
was largely due to its popular SUVs, and it
reported increases in USA, China and
Indonesia, where the growth was enough to
offset drops posted in Japan and India.
SUVs were also the growth driver for FCA,
which benefited from rising demand in USA,
Italy and even in China, in contrast to the
34% fall seen in Brazil, its third largest
market.
The world’s top 10 was closed by PSA
(Peugeot, Citroen and DS) and Suzuki
(Indian Maruti included). The French car
maker sold 744,400 units, 3.4% more than

during the same period in 2015. This
growth mostly came from Europe rather
than from its Chinese operations. Suzuki
posted the highest fall in the top 10 with
sales down by 1%, despite an increase in
India, its largest market. This car maker
saw a reduction in sales in Japan and a big
drop in China.
Daimler Group and BMW Group both
posted positive growth. Daimler’s global
volume – including vans and Light
Commercial Vehicles – grew by a
massive 14.2% compared to JanuaryMarch 2015, at 566,200 units. Unlike
Daimler, the BMW Group does not produce
Light Commercial Vehicles. China played a
significant part in differentiating between
the two car groups - Daimler’s growth in
this key market was four times higher than
its competitor’s. North America had an
impact too, as BMW’s volume fell while
Daimler’s remained stable.
.
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Other big increases came from India:
Mahindra – which includes the brand’s
namesake and Ssangyong – sold 148,600
vehicles, up by 15.5%, while its competitor
Tata sold 205,200 units, up by 5.8% amid
increasing demand for Land Rover SUVs
and strong growth from Jaguar. In contrast
to the Indian car makers, Mitsubishi and
Subaru posted negative changes as a
consequence of lower demand in Japan
and Europe. Mitsubishi figures exclude the
possible negative effect their fuel-economy
issue could have, as this event occurred in
early May.

TOYOTA: THE BEST-SELLING BRAND
When broken down by brand, the results
show no changes in the top 10 ranking.
Toyota led the way once again thanks to
Q1 sales of 1.79 million new units. That is
more or less the same quantity it sold
during the first quarter of 2015, but still it
managed to increase the gap with second-

placed Volkswagen. The German brand
posted a 1.4% loss, falling from 1.57 million
vehicles in Q1 2015 to 1.55 million in Q1
2016. Volkswagen continued to deal with
the effect of the diesel and emissions
issues which have predominantly affected
its operations in the USA (-12.5%) and
Europe (+0.2%).
Ford got very close to Volkswagen with
almost 1.5 million new vehicles sold,
posting the second highest increase among
the top 10. The volume gap between
Volkswagen and Ford fell from 173,000
units in Q1 2015 to 56,000 vehicles in Q1
2016. The rest of the top 10 remained

unchanged in terms of positions, with
Mercedes-Benz recording the highest
increase and Chevrolet in the opposite side.
Changan was the best-selling Chinese
passenger car and LCV brand but it was
further down the rankings in 15th position
following a 1.8% drop in volume in China.
This brand, with almost all of its sales
happening in China, sold more cars than
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either Mazda or Fiat. Mahindra at 36th
position, was the best-selling Indian make.
Amongst the brands that recorded the
highest percentage growth were Buick,
Jeep, Baojun, RAM, Volvo, JAC, Mahindra,
GAC and Zotye. These increases were
largely driven by local demand.

BEST-SELLING
MODELS
SUV SUCCESS
CONTINUES
The model ranking showed interesting changes
that were closely related to the biggest event:
SUV’s popularity rise. Traditional models
continued to lose ground as a consequence of
more Sport Utility Vehicles and crossovers.
OVERALL RANKING2
The first quarter of this year has seen
significant changes in the global model
ranking, which covers 1,235 different
models across the world. In contrast to the
brand ranking which remained stable, the
model ranking showed that the shift in
consumer tastes is impacting the traditional
leaders. Even the top position changed
during the first three months of this year,
with the popular Wuling Hongguang falling
from the first position in Q1 2015 to third
during the last quarter. Its 17% drop in
sales positioned it just seven units ahead of
the Ford F-Series.
The Chinese compact MPV was knocked
down the ranking by the Toyota Corolla,
which reported a 4.8% gain in the quarter.
The figures for this compact sedan exclude
the volumes of the Corolla EX, Axio, Quest
and Rumion, as they are considered
different models. Even if the Corolla ranked
first in very few countries, its strong
positions in China and North America (6th in
the ranking in both markets), along with the
key role it plays in other Asian markets,
helped it to become the world’s best-selling
car during the first quarter.
2

Excludes LCV and Vans
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Volkswagen’s Golf was in second position
thanks to European and Chinese demand.
However, its volume fell 3% over Q1 2015
due to 0% growth in China and a 3%
decline in Europe. These two markets
counted for 83% of Golf sales globally.
Sales in North America, where this model
was involved in the diesel scandal, fell by
3%. The top 5 was completed by another
compact, the Ford Focus, which saw its
sales volume fall by 8% to 197,000 units.
But the big threat to these top sellers is
coming from the next five models in the
ranking. The sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth
and tenth best selling cars in the world
were SUVs. This was not the case in Q1
2015 when only the Honda CR-V made it
into the top 10.
This year the rising popularity of SUVs in all
regions (the segment posted double-digit
growth in seven of the eight regions
analysed in this report), took key models
out of the top 10, and allowed one small
(Honda HR-V, aka XR-V or Vezel), three

compact (Toyota RAV4, Honda CR-V and
Ford Escape/Kuga) and one midsize SUV
(Nissan X-Trail) to be among the bestselling cars in the world. All of them
recorded double-digit growth except for the
CR-V, which lost its crown as the bestselling SUV.
In contrast to the 3% fall in the CR-V’s
volume, its little brother, the Honda HR-V
increased its sales by an outstanding 81%
to 164,700 units. It was by far one of the
top gainers during the first quarter, with an
increase of 0.37 percentage points of
market share. In terms of market share
percentage points gain, the small SUV from
Honda was only outperformed by three
other SUVs: Baojun 560 (+0.60 points),
Hyundai Tucson (+0.56) and GAC
Triumpchi GS4 (+0.39).

EVOLVING SEGMENTS
Global car sales would not have increased
without the contribution of SUVs. The 3%
All Rights Reserved © JATO Dynamics Ltd |
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rise posted in the first quarter was mostly
driven by this vehicle type, as their overall
volume jumped from 4.56 million units in
2015-Q1 to 5.60 million one year later. This
means that SUV sales growth was high

when compared to the overall industry, with
a 23% rise compared to just 3%. SUVs’
market share jumped from 22.9% in Q1
2015 to 27.4% in the first quarter of this
year. Of course, the market share rise had
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a negative effect on the market share of the
other segments. The impact was felt most
by the B-Segment which fell from 13.9%
share in Q1 2015 to 12.4% in Q1 2016.
In contrast to the positive performance of
SUVs, global sales of new compact cars
(C-Segment) fell by 1% to 3.75 million units.
Despite their popularity in China, their
volume is not growing mainly because
demand there is falling, as it is in North
America. Many consumers around the
world found SUV versions of regular
compact cars more attractive, and this is
evident in the volume growth. While
demand for regular compact cars fell by 1%,
compact SUVs (C-SUV) posted a 24%
surge. Clearly, this sales picture reflects the
manufacturers’ own shift in priorities to
focus on new consumer preferences. At the
same time, mainstream car makers had to
deal with another threat from the higher end
of the segment: premium compacts.
Therefore the quantity of models available
in globally did not grow year-on-year.
The impact was even worse for
subcompact cars (B-Segment). The volume
for this segment fell by 9% to 2.53 million
units, following stagnant growth in Europe,
the world’s largest market for this vehicle
type, and double-digit drops in China,
South America and India. The effect of the
SUV boom is more evident in this segment,
with China being the best example. In
2015-Q1 the sales of subcompacts in China
totalled 435,900 units, compared to
255,800 B-SUVs. One year later the
difference between them was 381,700 for
B-Segment cars against 385,800 units for
B-SUVs. On a global scale the segment is
suffering, with the six largest brands all
posting declines.
Sales of the midsize cars (D-Segment)
plummeted 7% to 1.83 million units in
January-March 2016. Meanwhile the MPV
segment posted a 0% change, outselling

the D-Segment and making it the the fourth
best-selling segment globally. The minivan
or Multi-Propose-Vehicle saw boosted
sales due to higher demand for the large
ones (+28%). Meanwhile the smaller MPVs
(B-MPV) and compacts (C-MPV) recorded
reduced demand. Despite the decline in
popularity in Europe, MPVs continue to be
be popular in other regions such as China
and North America. However, sales did not
grow at the same rate as SUVs.
City-cars were another big loser during the
first quarter. The main reason for the drop
came from Japan, the world’s largest
market due to the popularity of the locallymade ‘Kei-cars’. Two years after the
government’s decision to increase taxes on
‘Kei-cars’ to rebalance the market, sales
continue to fall (-15% in 2016-Q1). As a
result of the tax increase, these ‘Kei-cars’
have lost one of their major selling points affordability. As a result, many consumers
chose regular-size vehicles instead. Indian
and Italian growth was simply not enough
to offset the drop in demand for city-cars in
Japan.
The rest of the segments, excluding LCV
and Vans, posted gains. Sales of Pickups
totalled 1.14 million units, up by 3%, with
the USA counting for more than half of the
total (53%). The large cars segment (ESegment) closed the quarter with sales up
by 1% to 534,500 units. German premium
brands led the segment but posted drops,
leaving the growth to the large sedans from
Detroit’s big 3 and Toyota. The Sports cars
segment meanwhile registered a significant
growth of 11% to 144,700 units despite the
0% growth recorded in its largest market –
USA. European and Japanese/Korean
figures grew by 35% and 52% respectively.
Finally, the luxury sedans segment (FSegment) totalled 72,900 units, up by 1%
over 2015-Q1, boosted by the new
Hyundai’s Genesis premium brand and the
new BMW 7-Series.
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FOCUS ON SUVs
SUVs are the current hot topic in the auto
industry. Their increasing popularity has
turned what analysts considered a “boom”
into a continuous trend that is expected to
last. Global sales increased so quickly
during the first quarter of 2016 that the
volume increase between the first quarters
of 2015 and 2016 was more or less the
same size as the whole Pickup segment.
Demand for SUV and Crossovers grew so
fast that sales in only two of the 52 markets
analysed posted negative changes during
the quarter.

China continued to be the world’s biggest
consumer of SUVs, with 36% of the volume
of the markets covered. Despite the
slowdown seen in the whole industry, SUVs
clearly outperformed the market by posting
an outstanding growth of 39% during the
quarter. The USA’s demand increased by
10%. As a result, there was a larger gap
between the Chinese and US SUV markets,
jumping from 164,100 units in 2015-Q1 to
602,700 SUVs in 2016-Q1.

Europe was another source of growth. Total
volume for Europe-31 (Russia and Turkey
included) grew by 20% to 1.11 million units,
boosted by double-digit growth in 27
markets. SUVs accounted for 20% of the
total market in Q1 2015, this increased to
22.8% through March 2016 as registrations
outpaced total averages in the UK,
Europe’s largest SUV market, Germany,
Italy (+35%), France and Spain.
The traditional segment leaders continued
to dominate, but growth was slow at the top
of the table. Renault-Nissan kept the lead
but its growth was half the segment’s total.

The Japanese-French alliance achieved
mixed results due to higher sales of its
compact and midsize Nissan SUVs, and
fewer sales of the Duster (Renault and
Dacia) and Nissan Juke. GM which was
placed second in Q1 2015 lost its position
to Hyundai in Q1 2016. The Korean SUVs
posted double-digit growth in all regions
thanks to the outstanding results of the new
generation Tucson.
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GM was third with sales up by only 1% due
to a 3% decline in USA, which was offset
by 17% rise in China. Toyota occupied the
fourth position with 416,900 units sold,
which is 4,500 units above Honda, the
second largest winner in the top 10, after
FCA. Honda SUV sales went up 27%

Great Wall (+10%) and BMW (+19%),
which stayed ahead of Daimler but their
lead was narrowed as Daimler grew by
54%, totalling 156,300 units against
163,700 for BMW.

thanks to the small HR-V/XR-V/Vezel, while
FCA (+31%) continued to grow due to the
successful Cherokee in North America and
the strong sales performance of the Jeep
Renegade and Fiat 500X. FCA beat VW
Group, due to a 5% rise posted by the
German car maker that came mostly from
North America (+27%) as its two main
regions, China and Europe, posted limited
increases of 2% and 4% respectively. The
top 10 was completed by the Chinese

total corresponded to compact ones (CSUV), while midsize SUVs (D-SUV)
obtained 26% share, down one percentage
point over 2015-Q1. The reason for this is
that D-SUVs volume did not grow as
quickly as the sales of B-SUVs. The
smallest SUVs continued to conquer the
world with sales up by 38% during the
quarter. Meanwhile, E-SUVs registered the
lowest sales increase at +10%.

SUV sales by size showed that 40% of the
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It’s true that Europe continued to contribute
to the majority of B-SUV sales, but the role
of China and North America is increasing
with both nations contributing dramatically,
whilst India and South America are
evidentially becoming more significant. It
may be that the European market is
reaching maturity, whilst the rest of the
world is still in the growth phase. In the
case of the C-SUVs, China continued to be
the main source of growth, outpacing both
North America and Europe, which recorded
similar volume levels. North America
continued to be the heartland of midsize
and large SUVs meanwhile, with the
highest sales figures recorded in the very
country that first introduced them.

THE PREMIUM WORLD
Still dominated by mainstream brands, the
global car market saw a higher share of
premium alternatives during the quarter.
While mainstream passenger cars posted a
2% increase globally during the period, the
premium cars from 28 different brands
recorded a 9% gain, taking their global
market share from 10.8% in Q1 2015 to
11.4% a year later. This means that more
than 2.15 million units were sold.

Premiums were led by BMW with 471,500
units sold, but growth in the category was
mostly driven by Mercedes, Volvo and Land
Rover. Mercedes posted a 13% growth
during the quarter thanks to its SUV range
(+54%), which became its best-selling
segment, and its strong results in China
(+47%), which saw the best sales of any
country. As a result of demand in China
and the boost from the SUV’s popularity,
the brand from Stuttgart was able to outsell
Audi in the premium ranking and take
another step towards BMW. Mercedes’
volume was buoyed by a 61% gain posted
by the compact SUV GLA, 36,800 units
sold of its new midsize SUV GLC (its fifth
best-selling model) and a 20% rise posted
by the big SUV GLE/ML Class. During the
quarter, one out of three passenger cars
sold by Mercedes were SUVs.
Both BMW and Audi saw moderate growth
due to lower sales growth in China. BMW
global sales grew by 6% as the 26% gain
posted by its SUVs (31% of total sales) was
affected by declines in its midsize
sedan/SW range (-3%) and the large 5/6Series volume (-12%). However, BMW
scored a hit with the introduction of the
compact MPV 2-Series Active and Gran
Tourer, which accounted for almost 7% of
its global sales and posted a 57% growth
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during the period. The Tourer family ranked
first in the MPV premium segment with
32,200 units, above the 25,400 units sold of
the Mercedes B-Class, down by 9%.
Audi came third in the overall premium
ranking as its global sales grew by 6% due
to moderate increases in China and North
America, and a significant drop in JapanKorea (-33%). Its European operations
recorded an 11% increase meanwhile. Audi
was the best-selling premium brand in
China and Europe-31, but globally it was
outsold by BMW and Mercedes because of
its lower volume in North America (it was
the fourth best-selling premium brand
behind Mercedes, BMW and Lexus), and in
other markets such as Japan-Korea and
Southeast Asia/Oceania. SUVs accounted
for 30% of Audi global sales, but its volume
did not grow (+15%) as quickly as SUV
sales from its German rivals. Audi was the
leader in the premium C-Segment.
Toyota’s premium Lexus was again the
best-selling non-German premium brand,
with 142,500 units sold, representing an
increase of 8%. More than half of the total
was sold in North America, while Europe-31
counted for only 11.8% of its global sales.

Volvo and Land Rover, at fifth and sixth
positions respectively registered doubledigit growth thanks to the SUV boom and a
strong performance in the US car market.
In Q1 2016, around 45% of the cars sold by
Volvo were SUVs, compared to 34% in the
same quarter of last year. In the case of
Land Rover its global volume was boosted
by strong demand in Europe (+22%), North
America (+25%) amongst others, which
allowed it to offset the big fall posted in
China-Taiwan (-42%). The top 15 bestselling premium brands ranking showed
that only Honda’s Acura posted a negative
change (-4%) whereas Smart, Lincoln and
Jaguar recorded the highest growth rates.
Europe was the strongest market for
premiums, accounting for 43% of the global
total. North America was second, losing
ground at a 24% share, and closely
followed by China-Taiwan with a 23% share
of global sales. Sales by segment showed
SUVs led the way with 833,300 units (38%
of total), up by 23%. This was followed by
the midsize sedan/SW (D-Segment) with
volume down by 1%, and compacts (CSegment) with 294,100 units, up by 12%.
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